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The Influence of One RecalI Upon a Soubsequent

If) Recall of Incompletely Learned !?Ator1ilt A Pilot Investigation*

'(7) Charles N. Cofer

University of MAaryland

A pod deal of interest exists concernIng tho amount and aoouracy of recall of
material previously learned. The question has befn investigated from many different
aspects, from the early days of tho psychology of testimony to th. present time.
Under such oontrol of the conditios of learning and retention as my be established
in the laboratory, the accuracy and amount of material reonlled may reach high levelso
Bui here, and to an even greater extent in other oirumstanoes, recall tends to be
loes than perfect,. This finding in particularly evident in the study Cf "Incidental"
learning, rmoall for events in one's pest life, lepl testimony and related area.

In the past several yeares it hav become clear that recall and the absence of
recall at a particular time my have effects an subsoqun recalls. A recall may
be considered an additional practice trial, perhaps fixating both the co:ect and
the incorrect responseo freely recalled. On the other handp as Warner Brown (2)
has shown, a second recall my yield correct responses which were not prevent on
+%an ftrat recalls

,lith time delays Introduced following learning (absence of recall at a fixed
Interval) recall 'sores sometimes are reater than they are for recalls made Just
following learning. This Is the phenomenon of reminiscence. Considerable theoorticl
aipificanco has been attached to this phenomenon, but it need not concerni us here as
the conditions for its occurence appear to be associated with the original learntng.

Although it is agreed that a recall will have effect on subsequent recalls, ths
varieties uo this influence and -the oanditionm under which they occur have not been
fully explored, is it possiblej, for example, to increase the amount and accuracy of
resell by spacing trials, by increasing their number 3r by demanding greater effort
(increasing motivatio) In the attempts to recall? Considerable prutical sad
theoretical interest is associated with answers to questions of this sort. Should the
testimny of a witness be considered more ;r lose accurate when, after thinking kbinp
over, ho ohanges or adds to h,. prov.iouely g ven testimony? Is the high degree of
reac for events cf childhoad reported for patients under psychoanalytic treatment
due to the "recovry of the repressed, ce' lo* Inst* A, at least in part, to the high
wativtion and the intensiTe concentration of thou#at upon events of this period?

Theoretically, the preblem has several iaterevtLg aspects, among lhih two may
be mentioned are. One is the exsut to which tb ackivtion of thoughts caneerning
a past experience my somehow r-Actlvats amd "strep~theu" the *msmorleo" of it, to
that they my be reported verbally. Positive findings vouid require the 4Ivelopsmt
of a theory concerning the responsible nw-3eAsMis. Amther theoretical Interest
concerns the ethds uased to re-evoke old wseorles and Vim: factors which have to be
overcono to mke them available.

0 Thie is Teobaloal Report Wea 20, prmymred uner Contract K7 OXR-jt't, T.0a 1119
between the Offiiowe oN aval wearoh ma, the Univeteity of MarylwAd The auther
I f.debtd to '1r. Herman Shulmn for s mintance In the analysis of the datk.



'TherO iJLJla& tt.K AJ. L. itudy which roported evldaice concerning this
~)~b.8 14 yer e.l t.1erii a~to their oubjec,. to ro, a11 3olections that they~

haid learned a,,i cl-fldron (IJ*'h.5J.a. uratjr-, e&c(,) -The initiml) recalls were poor,
ctzt with repsea-;t. sttunipt4i t roce.1 the reca~llo Iioprovid., This study did not
control the m-i .ral ,earnb~g of tbo matnrial but Its findings -are quite suggest'i7oo
More work is 1nm3!td, howecver , and thN proent study was designed as an exploratory.
investigaxtion of 1hio gworul ar~.

.4s a preliminzary mat'~od for studying the prb~,the following jwoodwes
were followed. A passage,~ enititled "Rumor Deliberately Planted 11 (it PP. 62-63)
was read twice in one almas period to 2D m~ale and 1.'emals college students, The
rnujecss were asked to attend alertly to the readings but were askednot to think
about or rehearse the story. E did imply that something would be done with-the
story later one Following the too readings, there was no further reference to
the material until a class period exactly two wetks later. At the beginning of
this segoind class period$ sever minutes were allotted for a recall triAL. In which
the subjects were asked to list ite=n from the atory, The items were listed in
columns oa th aubject'v papers, and the papers were marked at one minute internas
on signal of E. The subjects were asked further to place an asterisk on the
paperd every time they refeorred back to what they had already written, or. when they"
had to think to get new ideas. Following t~his seven minute period, +.he papers were
collected, At the end of the 50 minute class period seven io rtg
a second recall. The first roceallo were retained by Ev and the instructions for the
second recall were the sum# da for the first one, save tbat the &subjects were urged
to write idese they had not previously recalled. Obo coslGinwt h riginal
recalls was pormittedo

The papers werm scored for the number of correct and incorrect "Idea wnits"
they ctained-. The oaiginel pavsage =s dezarked Into 61 such mnitad a.e unit
wags scored as correct if the vutrtarice of it was recalled. Verbatim repetition
was thus nut required.

anULS d IMI'EUMIO~~XN

The principal rqeultn my be seen in Table I which presents the total nwnber
of correct and incorrect responses and the number of asterisk* for each.minute -of
the two reca.1l period**

The first recall trial (7 uminutes) clearly produces the mjority of the,
correct rosponses. However, the rate of production of these responses deoreases
markedly from the f irst to the seven minute.a Observation of the .behavior of the
subjects as well as the curv* for correct responses suggests th-at .ferwq If my$
eadditi:nal correct rcspones would have been produned hr-1 the ariginea al
pariod been extended. That the subjects had resched a "plat-au" is further 4

suggazted in that the number of ircorrect responses and the number of asteriss
declined markedly in 'the meveratf minte, following a naximani somewhat earliera
Followinj the delay, howeva-r, all cubjects but ome gave at least one new correct
response, and the total of' 54. nowv carrawk responses given in the first four
tninutca of thcy ancond recal.l ig almovt 60 per cont of the number given during
the last fmor minutes of the first, real period,. The number of incorret



responses for the name sets of four minutes for the two recalle is essentially
the same, but the number of asterisks in these minutes for the second recall is
about one-third the number given in minutes 4-7 of the first recall. This nd
the number of wrong responses suggest thmt correct Ideas were coming somewhat more
easily in the first four minuteu of the second recall than in the'last four
minutes of the first recall. Only 5 subjects gave any correct responses in the
last minute of the first wheream 13 rye correct responses in the first minute of
the second recall.

This study is obviously rather crude and mthodologioally naive. A number
of desirable oentrola were not includod, and it ie uncertain how much rehearsal
was done between the termination of the first recall and the beginning of the
second recall. Despite these limitations, the conclusion seems fairly clear that
the spacing of 'he two recalls was associated with the production of responses
that would probably not have appeared had the original recall period been extended.
This conclusion is dependent upon the shape of the curves fbr the first recall
(which seemed to be approaching zero), but it Is further supported by the behavior
of the subiarta Airivitw 4+hAo- la!R -M..Zt;F 'JAbAu rrj e i mast

of them had stopped writing end had relaxed, as though they considered that their
task me finishedg

TANS I

Total Number of Correct and Incorrect Responses
md of Asterisks for the 20 Subjects

Mit as p

Correct 111 84 45 i9 1 0 11

Incorrect 11 14 20 i5 a 10 3

Asterisks x 0 10 9 11 10 6

1Oorro3 19 is 10 1 2 0 0

Inorreot Is Is 0 3 0

Asterisks 8 4 1 1 1 0



A-.

This stuy wai undertaken sololy a pilot inveatigution to determine whether 4
its results would bo eu~gotive that furthu'" and better controlled work of this type

should be underts-keno The reaults us,:est that spacing of recall triale may be a

condition which will foster accuracy dnd amount of recall and indicate that f urt)hr

research sho ld be carried out to explore this and other conditions.
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